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face of tilted substrates results in preferential growth of 
GaAs in the corners of the steps, thus yielding arrays of 
GaAs QWRs embedded in A lGaAs. 2 Anistropy in the 
photoluminescence intensity ratio of the electron-heavy 
hole to electron-light hole transitions showed evidence for 
2D quantum confinement in these QWRs. Semiconductor 
lasers prepared from such Q W R material operated at 
room temperature, although the effect of the (2D) quan
tum confinement was not apparent in the lasing character
istics.3 

We have developed a novel technique for lateral pat
terning of Q W L heterostructures using epitaxial growth 
on patterned, nonplanar substrates.4 The grown heteros
tructures exhibit lateral thickness variations, which trans
late into lateral band gap variations through the strong 
dependence of the confinement energy on the Q W L thick
ness. Single Q W R GaAs/AlGaAs lasers were thus formed 
by organometallic chemical vapor deposition on V-
grooved substrates (see figure). The Q W R has a crescent-
shaped cross section and is ~100 Å thick and less than 
1000 Å wide. The tapered Q W L at the crescent region 
gives rise to the lateral potential well, which leads to 2D 
quantum confinement of the injected carriers. Evidence 
for this 2D confinement at room temperature was found 
in the laser spectra, which exhibit enhanced emission at 
photon energies corresponding to transitions between the 
Q W R subbands.5 Threshold currents, already as low as 
3.5 mA, are expected to fall to the microampere regime 
with design optimization. 

Fabrication techniques similar to those that are being 
developed for Q W R lasers will lead to the realization of 
two-dimensional, and eventually three-dimensional, pat
terned quantum well heterostructures. These novel quan
tum structures are expected to be useful in a new genera
tion of optical and electronic devices based on quantum 
interference. 
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Observation of optically pumped 
intersubband emission from 

quantum wells 

J.W. Bales, K.A. Mcintosh, T.C.L.G. Sollner, 
W.D. Goodhue, and E.R. Brown, MIT 

There is growing interest in new devices based on con
fined states in quantum wells. Optical transitions be

tween subbands are of special interests because they can 
be tuned over most of the far- and mid-infrared spectrum. 
Spontaneous emission from transitions between subbands 
in isolated quantum wells has been observed by Helm et 
al . 1 by electrically heating the electrons. We describe here 
the observation of radiative intersubband transitions by 
optically excited carriers in a quantum-well structure. 

In a single quantum well, electrons are localized in one 
dimension by the atomically abrupt junctions between 
semiconductor compounds. This confinement is accurate
ly modeled as a rectangular potential well and results in 
quantization of the kinetic energy in the confined direc
tion. The allowed kinetic energy is continuous in the other 
two directions, resulting in an energy spectrum consisting 
of a series of so-called subbands. Each subband has a 
minimum energy given by the quantized value, which is 
determined by the well parameters. Within a given sub-
band, the higher energy states correspond to electrons 
with greater kinetic energy in the unconfined directions. 

If two such quantum wells are separated by a thin tun
neling barrier, then a coupled quantum well (CQW) is 
formed (top figure). Our work uses the subband splitting 
inherent in CQWs. In a symmetric coupled-well system, 
each subband of the uncoupled well is split into two sub-
bands—a symmetric subband with slightly lower engery 
and an anti-symmetric subband with slightly higher ener
gy. Intersubband-transitions only occur between subbands 
of opposite parity and only for light polarized with the 
electric field parallel to the direction of confinement. In the 
system studied here there are four subbands, labeled E1 

through E 4 in the top figure. 

The emission spectrum shown in bottom figure was ob
tained while the sample was cooled and illuminated with a 
power of approximately 6 W from a C O 2 laser operated 
at a wavelength of 9.34 µm (133 meV photon energy), 
near the peak of the E1-E4 transition. We attribute the 3-
meV-wide peak at 17 meV to spontaneous emission by 
electron transitions from the E4 subband to the E 3 sub-
band. Calculations indicate that the low energy shoulder 
at 12.5 meV may be radiation from a region of the sample 
where the coupling barrier is one monolayer thicker. 
There is also a sharply rising feature at higher energy that 
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(a) Schematic diagram of the coupled-quantum well 
structure studied, the potential energy diagram used to 
model it, and the location of the particle-in-a-box states 
for that potential. (b) Far-infrared emission by coupled 
quantum wells. The peak at 17 meV is attributed to the 
E4-E3 transition. The dashed line is the calculated radia
tion from Al0.27Ga0.73As the 100 K. 

we attribute to emission by hot phonons in the AlGaAs 
layers. The dashed curve on the lower figure is the com
puted spectral density emitted by a 100-µm-thick slab of 
A l 0 . 2 7 G a 0 . 7 3 As at 100 K (TO phonon energy 33.3 meV). 
This is a reasonable assumption for the lattice tempera
ture, as discussed below. As expected, no peak at 17 meV 

was observed when the pump wavelength was changed to 
10.6µm (117 meV photon energy), corresponding to the 
E2-E3 transition, but the higher energy component of the 
spectrum remained. 

Our n-type GaAs/AlGaAs sample consists of 30 CQWs 
grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating 
GaAs substrate. The dimensions shown on the upper fig
ure have been confirmed by transmission electron micros
copy. The aluminum mole fraction of all barriers is about 
27%. To supply the electrons for the intersubband transi
tions, a sheet of Si was inserted in each confining barrier 
3.0 nm from the interface with the quantum well. Hal l 
measurements at 77 K show an electron sheet density of 
1.1 x 10 1 0 cm-2 in each coupled well and a mobility of 2.7 
X 10 4 cm 2/V-s. The subband energies have been computed 
in a calculation that includes in a self-consistent manner 
the electrostatic potential arising from the distribution of 
charge in the coupled quantum well. 

The far-infrared emission measurements were made 
with the sample attached to a copper cold finger by indi
um solder. The cold finger was cooled to 20 K by a closed-
cycle helium refrigerator, but simple calculations show 
that under the 6-W optical excitation the temperature of 
the illuminated region may be as high as 100 K. We 
pumped electrons from the E1 subband into the E 4 sub-
band with a C W C O 2 laser polarized parallel to the direc
tion of confinement and focused to a 150-µm-diameter 
spot on one cleaved face at a corner of the sample. The 
far-infrared radiation emitted from the other cleaved face 
of that corner of the sample was collected and analyzed 
with a Fourier-transform spectrometer. The radiation was 
detected with a gallium-doped germanium photoconduc
tor cooled to 4.2 K. The spectral wavelength range of the 
system is 50 to 120 µm (photon energy 10 to 25 meV). 
The pump laser was chopped at approximately 200 Hz 
and the signal was measured with a lock-in amplifier. 
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Strain-induced lateral 
confinement of excitons in 

semiconductor quantum wells 
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There is a worldwide effort to achieve efficient and 
controlled confinement of carriers to "quantum 

wires" and "quantum dots". Use of these structures, of 
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